[The spiral CT of orbital space-occupying lesions: improved imaging possibilities via freely reconstructible planes].
In a prospective study the value of spiral CT for the detection and differential diagnosis of intraorbital masses was investigated. Thirty patients with various orbital diseases were examined with transverse spiral computed tomography. After performing two contiguous 1 mm spiral CT scans, coronal, parasagittal, and other reconstructions were obtained. Compared with separately generated 2 mm slices, the 1 mm spiral CT images showed a slightly decreased signal-to-noise ratio, but due to the better spatial resolution, the image quality of secondary reconstructions was similar to that of the original transverse spiral CT slices. Generally the orbital masses were visualized best in the coronal reconstruction. In certain cases, the parasagittal reconstructions were superior. Reconstructions in freely definable slice planes based on 1 mm spirals provides better visualization of orbital diseases without increasing radiation dose. This method allows multiplanar reconstructions similar to magnetic resonance tomography.